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Abstract
Dutch housing corporations generally have two methods of assessing the strategic value of existing housing
stock. The first is by calculating the financial return on investments with a life expectancy of fifty to sixty years.
The second method is to balance the technical quality against maintenance and renovation planning. A Dutch
housing corporation needed a integrated method, so in a single case study, a new method was developed based
on research on how to monitor the technical and financial assets better.
Four problems were detected: (1) the existing strategy did not seem to be resilient to future changes, (2) there
was no instrument for measuring progress, (3) there was no way to translate strategic data to individual estates
and (4) there was no instrument for monitoring the results of improvements set off against the strategic goals.
With one integrated tool to fix these four problems, an integrated approach to a closed asset management
strategy and policy would be available. Such a tool would make it possible to make adjustments to the strategy
based on facts gained by measuring the results of former adjustments to the strategy. The goal of this paper is to
present the research supporting the design of a new model.
The result, the so called Return Matrix, is a fully elaborated model. It supports the management team in decision
making about strategy (five years) and vision (twenty years) development. It creates insight into and support for
the outcome of the strategy among policy professionals, staff and colleagues. And finally, it creates
understanding among the tenants, it s understood and supported by the civil servants and gets approval and
agreement of cooperation from the municipal executives.
With the knowledge gained by this study, it will not be difficult to compose the instrument for other cases too.
Keywords: asset management, dutch social housing corporation, Netherlands, return matrix, financial return,
social return, strategy measurement model, woningcorporatie
1. Introduction
Dutch housing corporations generally have two methods of assessing the strategic value of existing housing
stock. The first is by calculating the financial return on investments with a life expectancy of fifty to sixty years.
The second method is to balance the technical quality against maintenance and renovation planning, mostly
based on past experience and personal estimation by maintenance officials. However, a combination of both
methods is needed for strategically planning sustainable renovation of existing building stock. After all, the
budget can only be spent once.
1.1 Introduction of the Problem
A Dutch housing corporation in Velsen recognised this strategic problem because of expected, rapidly emerging,
technical and financial changes as well as changing governmental and municipality policies. Therefore, housing
corporations in general, and this housing corporation in particular, needed a more accurate method of monitoring
technical and financial performance indicators for the renovation of existing building stock within strategic asset
management for social housing. In an exploring single case study for the housing corporation Velsen, research
was carried out to gain the knowledge necessary to develop and test a new method to better monitor the technical
and financial assets. This method also had to reflect on possibilities to communicate the results more directly
amongst professionals from the housing corporation and to private and public partners.
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1.2 The Importance of the Problem
Four strategic problems were detected in the daily routine of asset management: (a) the existing strategy did not
seem to be resilient to future changes, (b) there was no instrument for measuring progress, (c) strategic data
could not be translated to individual estates; and, finally, (d) there was no instrument for monitoring the results
of improvements set off against the strategic goals.
Dutch housing corporations in general, and Velsen housing corporation in particular, could solve these four
strategic problems, if they had one integrated tool. An integrated approach to a closed asset management strategy
and policy would allow them to make adjustments to the strategy based on facts gained by measuring the results
of former adjustments to the strategy. A majority of the Dutch social housing stock is old and out of date. The
quality is poor, which means tenants pay little rent. This is true for Velsen too.
Policy makers have little idea of what is the best strategy of improvement. Even if they had, there would be no
instrument to test an improved strategy. Besides, changes in Dutch public policies and changing financial
conditions have to be anticipated.
1.3 The Question Central to the Purpose
As said before, housing corporations generally have two methods of assessing the strategic value of existing
housing stock: the financial return on investments and the technical quality. Both methods were insufficient to
determine what strategy would be best. Therefore, this housing corporation needed a more accurate method of
monitoring technical and financial performance indicators for existing building stock within strategic portfolio
management for social housing. So it was a problem the Housing Company can not measure the strategy.
2. Method
The main question of the research focusses on the single case study of the Velsen housing corporation: In what
way can housing corporation Velsen develop a tool for strategic asset management policy with good technical
and financial detail?
The aim of the research is to gain knowledge about key performance indicators and other ingredients necessary
for a strategic asset management tool. This knowledge will be used to develop a visual monitoring instrument
that will make proper discussion and decision making, based on shared facts about the real technical and
financial performance of existing building stock, possible. A serious strategic challenge like this asks for a very
reliable result. For this reason, an applied scientific approach has been adopted. An extra step in the verification
of the process and in the validation of the results has been added to increase accountability and reliability.
2.1 Literature Research
Firstly, literature research was executed to get more knowledge about the known fail and success factors of
strategic asset management for housing corporations and in social housing. What would be the conditions for
making a strategic asset management policy work properly and for making it resilient? Also, performance
indicators in strategic asset management and in housing policies were looked for, both with private parties and
with public authorities.
Table 1. keywords and sources
Concern

Keywords, sources

Single search

BIM, Big Data, added value, collaboration, support, result, vision,
mission, strategy, social housing, NOM, renewable, circular,
renew, renovate, rejuvenate, aging, sustainability, energy,

Composed search

social housing estate planning
social housing Dutch quality measurement
critical evaluation Dutch social housing

literature sources

scholar.google.nl
Library of ASRE

The literature research ought to show the fail and success factors of strategic asset management for housing
corporations and in social housing. What would be conditions to make a strategic asset management policy work
properly and make it resilient? Also was looked for performance indicators in strategic asset management and in
housing policies, both from private parties as from public authorities. In order to increase reliability, experts were
interviewed on the subject matter.
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2.2 Interviews
Secondly, involved professionals from the housing corporation and stakeholders were interviewed about strategic
policy making in the case of Velsen. What strategic policy is used at the housing corporation and what kinds of
strategic policy are known in literature and amongst professionals? An overview of policies and their
opportunities and risks was made. Special attention was given to the question of how to discuss and how to
decide on the norms for a future resilient strategic asset management policy. The external interviews with the
most important stakeholders should give criteria for a detailed financial and technical evaluation of existing
building stock. To get this information and leave room for unexpected information, semi structured interviews
with partly fixed and partly open questions were designed. The DESTEP analysis method was adopted for the
SWOT diagram. In the case study of Velsen, this matches the quality and results of the previous asset
management tool.
2.3 Compare the Options
Thirdly, literature provided some models of which the information could be compared and combined into some
alternate options. A morphological mapping method with the above mentioned and prioritised criteria was used
to compare the options, leading to the model which was best fit for its purpose and combining technical and
financial perspectives in a strategic asset management tool.
2.4 Tthe Factors and the KPI’s
Fourthly, comparing the factors found in literature as well as in the interviews and the analyses, gave insight into
the possibly useful ingredients of a tool. Comparing the factors and assessing them to decide which were useful
in general and in the specific situation of the case Velsen, a selection was made. For each factor, as many KPIs as
possible were selected, with criteria for each KPI. This was done to increase reliability. For the Velsen case, a
proposal for decision making was made, based on proportional distribution. The final KPIs and their weight were
chosen and by the management team of Velsen.
To improve communication with the users, the result was simplified by presenting it as a linearly scaled scored
number between zero and ten. For each KPI, the score number of six is determined to mean ‘sufficient’, as in
“just good enough’ and the score number of ten is set to be ‘the highest score possibly wished for’. This means a
score higher than ten will be ten, and lower than zero will be zero.
2.5 Implementation
The fifth step was the first implementation of the model at Velsen. All data were collected on the level of the
6.500 separate housing units. To minimize the effect of outliers, each KPI was calculated on the lowest level
(6.500 separate units) before determining the average. To establish that the instrument and the outcomes would
be robust, a data expert was asked to check the data, the data processing and the outcomes.
2.6 Reliability Check
As a final step, the reliability of the model was checked. At the Velsen organization, little identified and
classified information was available. To increase the reliability of the model, new information was gathered for
validation of the outcome of the model and validation of the model itself. The organization consists of separate
teams dealing with four elements (technics, rentability, livability and finance). Each team has its own specific
knowledge of the housing stock. So, for validation, these four knowledge groups were defined in four factors.
Because the knowledge was unclassified and unidentified in this case, the traffic light method was used to
identify the information and to classify the information for each factor. A meeting was organised for each factor
and people with relevant knowledge and experiential experts were invited. In preparation of the group meetings,
maps of the neighborhoods of the city of Velsen were made. In these maps, the four elements of housing stock of
the corporation was visualized by color. During the meeting, the experiential experts were asked to give each
stock of houses a green (= good), yellow (= moderate) or red (= bad) sticker. Subsequently, they were asked for
their top ten of red and their top ten of green. In this way, a five-point-scale for each factor was found, revealing
knowledge from experts and sharing it. To validate these data and to increase reliability, a discussion was
organised at the end of the meeting. After this discussion, minor changes were allowed for.
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3. Results
Literature research was carried out to find out about the known fail and success factors of strategic asset
management for social housing corporations. What would be conditions for making a strategic asset management
policy work properly and for making it resilient? Additional literature research was done on the performance
indicators (KPIs) in strategic asset management, in housing policies, with private parties and public authorities.
3.1 Recent Scientific Literature
The search for scientific literature has yielded a broad spectrum of articles, such as those on the effect of the
development of social real estate to be seen as an investment on our government (Loon, 2017), on the effect on
housing associations, not regarding the value of real estate, but regarding the development of the values of the
organization (Nieboer & Gruis, 2016), on making homes sustainable for the elderly and how to involve them
(Boerenfijn, 2018), on the effect of financial crisis on new construction and land policy and on renovations and
real estate strategy (Buitelaar, 2016), on the relationship between government policy and rent policy (Tu, 2015),
on the financial problems of Vestia and an explanation of the "economization" of the social housing sector
(Aalbers, 2017), and on the development of an evaluation model to support the decisions of public authorities,
which influence urban renewal and social housing, and which were implemented with the involvement of private
investors (Tajani, 2015).
3.2 Older Scientific Literature
This search for information led to an additional amount of (indirectly) useful literature. Firstly, a publication
about the potential applications of performance measurement as well as the indicators that can be used to
measure financial and social returns. “The Net Present Value is the Most Relevant Indicator” (Gruis, 2005). Also,
26 social return indicators in 4 categories are described in this article.
Secondly, a report by the Sheffield housing department, which stated: “Social theory is all very well, but the
opinions of the people who live there should be the criterion by which the success or failure of Park Hill must be
measured” (Hollow, 2010). Nieboer (2005) stated that real estate investors in the Netherlands decide about
physical and technical development only partly by using their reasoning: the decisions are also partly based on
intuition. The periodic evaluations for strategic stock management would only be based on financial calculations
to weigh competing signals and interests. Some stated that a systematic weighing of other relevant aspects is
unnecessary or even unrealistic. Despite the periodic evaluations of all estates, landlords would not have a
systematic approach to weigh the relative importance of the different aspects. Consequently, this part of the
process remains a ‘black box’.
According to Mossel (2010), the maintenance of heating and water systems and maintenance of hinges and locks
of windows and external doors are the very important maintenance services of housing associations to customers.
The exterior paintwork has a high importance when obtained with the regression analysis method, but not when
directly asked. Veenhoven (2002) states that social policy makers need both objective and subjective indicators.
Though subjective indicators have their limitations, objective indicators also labor under serious shortcomings.
For some purposes objective indicators are best suited, for other uses subjective indicators are preferable. The
challenge of social reporting is to combine the strengths of these indicators and to make sense of the
discrepancies they show.

Figure 1. Beleids8baan (Conijn, 2013)
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Relevance
Although these are all fascinating and some (indirectly) helpful articles, I have not come across any actual
scientific literature that can directly help to come up with a good instrument to test a portfolio plan of
Woningbedrijf Velsen.

Figure 2. Real Estate pyramid (Conijn, 2013)
3.3 Professional Literature
Some professional literature about models for the Dutch social housing corporations exists only in Dutch
language. It describes the process of making a real estate strategy. The model connects the strategic process with
de tactical and operational process. This model is called the ‘Beleids8baan’ (figure 1) and is widely used by
Dutch housing corporations (Os, 2013).
Ortec Finance has integrated the activities, output and process on the levels Strategy, Tactics and Operations in
one picture (figure 2: The Real Estate Pyramid). The output of the Real Estate Strategy is defined as the
‘Portefeuilleplan’ and this covers five years in the future of the housing corporation (Conijn, 2013).
The BCG matrix is an instrument for strategic decision making. Two of the largest Dutch housing corporations
use a similar model (Conijn, 2017). These corporations are Havensteder and Vestia. This model is called the
‘Rendementsmatrix’. This model looks useful, although there is no description of the model or how it has been
composed.
3.4 Interviews with Experts
A model like the BCG matrix can also be found in literature. In Dutch it is called the ‘Rendementsmatrix’
(Conijn, 2013), the English translation would be ‘Return Matrix’. This model is described by Ortec-finance as an
instrument for strategic decision making for Dutch social housing corporations. This model looks like the BCG
matrix. Both have two axes and four squares. The BCG matrix uses the axes ‘marked share’ and ‘growth rate’.
The Return Matrix uses the axes ‘financial return’ and ‘social return’.
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Figure 33. Return Matrrix
The Returrn Matrix lookks useful. There is no infoormation abouut the theory behind this m
model or abou
ut the
formulas, for example the
t factors or the KPIs, in literature. It is used by tw
wo of the larggest Dutch hou
using
corporations. So, two innterviews weree planned, one for each corpporation: Haveensteder (with Floris Ledder) and
Vestia (witth Paul Tazelaaar). The intervviews with meembers of the ppolicy staff off these corporaations was desiigned
to collect aadditional infoormation aboutt the model itself, and to disccuss the normss, the key perfformance indic
cators
and the needed information and data.
These inteerviews showeed that the exxisting model is mainly aboout how to thiink. The Retuurn Matrix was not
worked ouut in factors, KPIs,
K
norms, sccales etc. Floriss Ledder advissed to use the ttactical KPIs fo
for this model.
3.5 Criteriia for a Modell
The outcom
me of the inteerviews with thhe stakeholderrs was the assignment to makke a clear straategy, commun
nicate
it clearly aand stick to it for
f long. Valuees which were considered im
mportant for thee property werre technical qu
uality,
energy quaality, diversity and affordabiility. In additioon, a preference for smaller hhouses and atteention for lone
ely or
disorderedd people show
wed up. Besiddes, the local counsel offereed help. The DESTEP anaalysis consists of a
demographhic, economicc, social, technnological, ecological and a political anallysis, resultingg in a SWOT. The
quality of the service, reentability, finanncial position aand the collabooration with sttakeholders aree considered sttrong
points. Thhe old houses, technical quallity, energy quuality, affordabbility, slow deccision making and quality of life
are weak ffactors. Opporttunities are thee strong markeet demand, colllaboration andd the use of new
w energy soluttions.
Risks are ddisappearing suubsidies, decreeasing cash floows through addditional taxess, financeabilityy and rentabiliity.
Table 2. sccore table
Score

Valuationn

1

Very badd

2

Bad

3

Sufficientt

4

Good

5

Very goodd
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Table 3. Criteria for moddel
C
Criteria

Aeedex model

Subj
bjective model

Inteegrated modell

C
Clarity

2

4

5

Reeliability

4

2

4

Meaasurability

5

2

4

R
Rapidity

2

5

5

Price

3

5

5

The intervviews with staakeholders gavve insight into the most impportant standarrds a good strrategy should meet
according to them. The first thing theey asked for w
was clarity annd honoring exxisting commiitments. This made
m
clear theree was only one chance to m
make a good pplan. Their seccond priority w
was the enviroonment and en
nergy,
followed bby technical quuality and diveersity of stock.. The last prim
me factor was aaffordability. A
An interesting aside
for the houusing corporattion was the suuggestion that the houses coould be smaller. So, the mosst important criteria
for the moodel are clarityy or unambiguiity, reliability, measurability,, rapidity and pprice. The mosst important fa
actors
are techniccal quality, eneergy quality, fiinance, old houuses, affordabiility and the quuality of life.
3.6 Choicee of Model
The BCG matrix is a weell-known insttrument for strrategic decisioon making. The upsides of thhe BCG matrix are
the price, rapidity and reliability. The downside forr social housinng corporations is that it doees not facilitate the
process off decision makking, while it ddoes not measuure the right thhings either, soo it does not prrovide much cllarity
and not muuch unambiguuity. The intervviews with expperts showed thhat the Return Matrix can proovide much clarity,
reliability, measurabilityy, rapidity and a low price. T
These interview
ws were a greaat inspiration too me, because they
showed that this instrum
ment meets all tthe criteria we should meet.

Aedex
model
subjecttive
model
Integratted
model

Figure 4. Morphologicaal map for the alternate soluttions
3.7 Choicee of Factors
The modell uses two dim
mensions: finanncial return andd social return..
3.7.1 Finanncial Return Dimension
D
To realizee a new strateegy, a housinng corporationn has to borroow money. Thhe most impoortant organization
regarding loans for this sector in the N
Netherlands is the WSW. Theey provide bannks with financial guarantee. The
WSW usess an instrumennt to measure thhe financial sittuation of eachh housing corpporation.
In practicee, two KPIs aree most importaant. ICR (Interrest Coverage Ratio) is mostt important forr the short term
m and
LtV (Loann to Value) is most
m importannt for the long term. ICR annd LtV are widdely accepted and used, and very
useful. The norms of thee WSW limit tthe financial ppossibilities of a Dutch housiing corporation. The norm of
o the
WSW for the long term
m is LtV. Thee case study eestablishes thee LtV of the W
WSW to be tthe most impo
ortant
financial K
KPI for makingg strategic asseet managemennt policy.
The loan aand the value can
c be influencced by strategyy. The loan is tthe outcome off the policy. Thhis makes the value
v
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the part to be actively influenced. So, a good method to measure the success of the strategic asset management
policy should measure the value. According to the policy of WSW, the value is defined as the NPV (Net Present
Value, in Dutch the ‘Bedrijfswaarde’). This dimension is composed of income (rent) and expenses (maintenance,
management and interest costs). The NPV is widely accepted, used and useful too. So, the value is the factor and
the NPV is the KPI.
Table 4. Financial Return KPI’s
Instruments
*

Values

KPI's

weight

Financial value
*

value 0

value 6

value 10

-

30.000

50.000

value 0

value 6

value 10

2,50

2

1,00

524

400

100%

NPV (Net Present Value) in €

100%

Table 5. Social Return KPI’s
Instruments
*
*

Values

KPI's

weight

Energetic quality

20%

Energy index

20%

Affordability

20%

*

Net rent in €

10%

710

*

rent class

10%

5

1

Living pleasure

20%

*

WWS points

5%

80

134

170

*

accessibility

5%

0

6

10

*

WOZ (registered) value in €

5%

70.000

178.000

250.000

*

M2

5%

40

58

70

6

10

Real Estate Quality

20%

*

Condition 'score'

3%

1

*

condition ROG (Red-Orange-Green)

3%

0

*

Lifespan in years

3%

0

20

33

*

Age in years

3%

75

30

0

*

complaints maintenance (€/vhe)

2%

1.000

400

0

*

complaints per house

2%

3

1

0

*

mutation maintenance

2%

1.000

400

0

*

technical ROG (Red-Orange-Green)

2%

red

orange

green

Livability

10

10%

*

WOZ / M2

5%

1.500

*

Livable ROG (Red-Orange-Green)

5%

0

Rentability

2.000
2,4

4

10%

*

reaction rate

3%

0

100

*

refusals

3%

10

0

*

Rentable ROG (Red-Orange-Green)

4%

red

70
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3.7.2 Social Return Dimension
Loosbroek (2005) describes the factors and KPIs needed to measure the success of tactical plans and realization.
These factors are primarily affordability, availability and technical quality. Next are popularity and the quality of
living and life. The new factor is sustainability, added due to current events. Because of missing information
about which factor is more important, all these factors were selected and used with the same weight in our model.
After consulting the management team, the Social Return Dimension was composed of energy quality (20%),
affordability (20%), residential quality (20%), technical quality (20%), quality of life (10%) and rentability
(10%).

Figure 5. Final result of the research (optimized for the colors)
3.8 Choice of KPIs
Conijn (2017) presents a Dutch study about the use of tactical KPIs. This was helpful. Because of missing
information about which KPI is more or most important, all these KPIs were selected and used with the same
weight. For this case, 23 KPIs were used.
3.9 Addition of Data
All necessary data was available. So, a data model was made, the data were added and the ‘Return Matrix’ (in
Dutch ‘Rendementsmatrix’) was composed. The next step was checking and validating the outcome on both axes
with experiential experts from Finance and ICT. Except for a few small details, no adjustments were needed.
3.10 Increase of Reliability
To identify the unidentified information, we interviewed professionals from the housing corporation. To classify
the unclassified information, we used the ‘traffic light method’. By combining these two methods, the color red,
orange or green was assigned to every group of houses for its technical quality, its quality of life and its
rentability. Up-to-date financial information was used for determining the financial return of each group of
houses. Using the Likert-scale, this information was transformed into a rating for each group of houses.
The outcome visualized that there is a ‘top 10’ of groups of houses which need more attention because of the low
financial and strategic scores (dark red+ on the chart). In addition to the scoring and ranking sessions, the
arguments for the rankings were discussed. These discussions showed that the professionals know a lot about the
property and if the right question is asked, they provide essential information. The answers were very helpful in
finding out how to realize a lot of quality improvement with little money.
Comparing the chart ‘Final result of the research’ (figure 9) with the ‘Chart on base of the internal interviews’
(figure 11), it can be concluded that the same objects appear in the top 10 results (= red) of both charts. This fact
was very helpful in creating support for the implementation stage, because that the message internal
professionals picked up, was: “You already knew it. The only thing the management had to do, was to ask the
71
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right questtions.”

Figgure 6. Outputt of ‘traffic-light-method’

Figurre 7. Result off the ‘traffic-ligght-method’ (nnot optimized ffor the colors)
4. Discusssion
The case sstudy was carriied out accordiing to the DES
STEP analysis.. This analysiss determined obbjective criteriia for
measuringg the success of
o the strategy: technical, ennergy and livinng quality of tthe houses, vallue for money
y, and
financial sstrength of thee corporation. Local presencce and visibilitty of local invvolvement of tthe corporation
n are
also imporrtant. The casse study of thee property infformation show
ws the housess are old, the quality is low
w, the
sustainabillity is low andd the rent is loow. So, there iis a serious gaap between theese results andd the criteria of
o the
DESTEP aanalysis.
The financcial case studyy was about thhe possibilitiess to invest in the realizationn of a strategicc plan. First of
o all,
there is a ffree monthly cash
c
income off 1 million eurros. So, for thee next five yeaars there will bbe 60 million euros
e
available ffor investment. To invest moore money, the housing corpooration has to rrent money. Too increase the loan,
WSW backing is necesssary, and the m
most importantt KPI for this hhousing corporration is the L
LtV. This make
es the
LtV one of the borders of
o a new strateegic plan. LtV has two parts: loan and valuue. Loan is the output of the plan.
Value can be influenced by strategy. T
The Financial V
Value of the Reeal Estate for a housing corpporation is the NPV
(Net Preseent Value, ‘Beddrijfswaarde’ iin Dutch). Thee second outcoome of the finnancial case stuudy is that the loan
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can increase with a maximum of 100 million euros. This totals 160 million euros as the maximum for investment.
This is not enough to do what is needed for all the houses. The situation is urgent too, because of the expected,
rapidly emerging technical and financial changes as well as changing public policies. So, the corporation has to
make a plan and they need an instrument to measure the quality of the plan. The Return Matrix does it all.
4.1 Discussion of the Norms for Resilient Strategic Asset Management Policy
A good strategic management policy is well-balanced between what is needed and what is possible. Besides, a
good strategy should allow for its quality to be measured. A resilient strategy should have the option of being
monitored, preferably each year and at least once in five years. It is also important the strategy can be translated
to the tactical level. And, last but not least, to increase reliability, it is important to integrate as much information
as available. The Return Matrix does it all.
4.2 Discussion of Conditions for An Improved Method
The need for this model is found in asset management, which fits the model of the “Beleids8baan” as described
in Os (2013). And the opportunity necessary is found in financial policy, which fits one of the norms of the WSW.
The translation into practical terms is new and not found in existing literature. The possibility to compare the
known to the unknown data (to the data with the opinions) is new and makes it possible to get additional
information and increase reliability.
With the Return Matrix as an integrated tool, it is possible to fix the strategic problem of decision making. It
integrates technical data, environmental data, financial data and the expert opinions of the professionals involved.
The integrated approach to a closed asset management strategy and policy (between strategy and tactics) has
now become available. This model for creating strategy and policy will make it possible to decide about
adjustments to the strategy based on facts gained from measuring the results of former adjustments to the
strategy.
4.3 Discussion of the Decision-Making Result
The internal application of this model was meant to facilitate decision making regarding strategy (five years) and
vision (twenty years) for the management team. It generated a lot of support from and understanding among the
experts, the staff and the other colleagues.
The external application of this model resulted in agreement from and cooperation with the municipal executive,
support and understanding from the civil servants and acceptance from the tenants.
The (very satisfied) CEO found this model very helpful because of the unambiguous visual representation, the
combination of the different sources of information and the widely supported outcome, internally ánd externally.
They have not changed anything after the model was finished.
4.4 Conclusions and Recommendations
Taking everything discussed above into consideration, it will not be difficult to compose the instrument for other
cases too. The clarity of the instrument gives direction to and understanding of the necessary decisions. This was
very helpful while gaining support from the many stakeholders, such as the board, the management team, the
professionals and the policy staff of the housing company; but also from the local tenants, civil servants and the
municipal executive. This support was very helpful in the process of planning and taking a final decision. It also
helped decrease the time and effort this process took. The factors and the KPIs of the instrument were helpful in
clarifying the reasons behind the decisions.
Another conclusion is that strategic questions can be answered by asking the right people the right questions in
the right way without using specific data, because the internal professionals have the information in their minds.
This information can be used by an instrument as a quick scan and as a check to increase its reliability.
It is recommended:
1. To be aware of any low-hanging fruit, because this is valuable and good value for money.
2. Also, it is important to document the steps taken while composing the instrument for any specific case and to
remember what information was necessary for this process. Now all this information and knowledge is available,
but this might not be so at the time an update of the instrument will be necessary in five years’ time. To prevent
wasting time in the future, make sure to store this information carefully!
3. Making a new policy is time consuming, so it is recommended to start making the update a year before
finishing the actual policy. Objective information is valuable for performance improvement, so participating and
using a benchmark is recommended.
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4. Finally, a house is much more than just KPIs, so go out and have a look to check the plan with reality to
prevent making an expensive, wrong decision.
WSW is planning to change the content of ‘value’ in the near future. This can influence the outcome of the
instrument. It is WSW’s expectation there will only be a small effect.
It was a surprise this elementary instrument (and its detailed elaboration) had not been available in scientific
literature before: this provided a good reason to write this Journal Paper. It would be interesting to further
investigate any possibilities to improve the ‘Return Matrix’ by reducing the amount of KPIs of the instrument,
maybe to 5 or 6 KPIs.
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